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frightening pariahs, capable of just about
anything for self-gain. Unfortunately, the hateful
and brutish, could envision no further than the
next scam. Hence, their recent unenviable public
achievements, as a world-class revolving door of
birthed embarrassments. After decades of
generational grooming for a “mission Barbados”
foray into hostage holding. But will effectively
and completely disappear, just as it was hidden
from Afrikan descents for 100 years. Finally,
some comeuppance, as their well-deserved
exposure has become imminent. Such notorious
types who resemble Afrikans in skin texture only,
but nothing else.  Since their hereditary
connections to the continent became
permanently severed and never reattached,
sometime during their centuries on the island.
The repulsive will learn there is a price to pay for
craving big league status as political and
societal traitors. When in debased minds,
nothing is too low or immoral to unleash on
Afrikans. All part of a multi-layered centennial-
old long con to allegedly murder descendants to
steal our Afrikan birthrights, as alleged
defrauders. In reviewing activities, decrepit, long-
term delusions seemingly took centre stage, as
sufferers of limited intelligence and even less
commonsense, grabbed and guarded the chance
to hold bloodlines of ancient Empires as social
captives; so, they can all feed off our existence
indefinitely from whatever derives. Despite
Afrikan Presidents in the last five years
requesting a return to ancestral lands. There was
not the slightest attempt, besides the usual
sleight of hand questionable actions. And
recently revealed alleged trading of information
on important bloodlines to the oldest of
enemies.  
 
 

A protracted declaration of one-sided war was
discharged on my family. We remained unaware for
decades who the enemies were, due to their well-
known cowardly methods of hiding behind mindless,
miseducated slaves. Who execute dirty, dastardly
deeds on behalf of whom they adore. It became clear
over decades there was a concerted effort to destroy
us, but nearly impossible to figure out who the culprits
were and why. It took over 20 years after decades of
cumulative attacks and trauma to draw them out. Only
to have them pivot toward an attempt at scandal
making to cover up their contemptible felonies when
finally unmasked.  A century old procession of the
vilest liars and obfuscators, entrapped one of the
most powerful bloodlines from the continent, birthed
in the west. But finally revealed themselves when
elevated arrogance could no longer contain their
disdain. As only 11 plus slaves would. The most
egregious and grievous of intrusions. Culminated in
the discovery that they were hiding our identities from
us out of envy and malice, laced with terrible
thuggery. starting in my teenage to senior years.
Political hypocrites who showed not the least bit of
social concern for human Afrikans. Such as those
present on the island, living around the Caribbean
region and wider diaspora. The ancient people
naturally gifted at making the island a success muted
and segregated for targeting. Given our millennia-old
legacies. We possess deep ancestral knowledge
easily utilized for empire building and high-level
societal development. Thrown up as a wondrous gift
by Afrika.  Had the under-educated worldstage
prancers, mis-leaders with underdeveloped minds
been blessed with the slightest requisite brain power,
inclination, or lineal connection to recognize the time,
waves of negative energy and opportunities they
expended and wasted on small-time con artist plots
and plans. And would certainly not now be seen as
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Commencing a horrifyingly nauseous precedent for
monetary returns, the giddyheaded international
recognition, and attention.  Despite many whirlwind
jaunts to the continent in the last 5 years. With
strenous   pleadings issuing from many people,
misleaders not once saw it necessary, to introduce
Afrikan educational studies, languages, cultures, and
traditions from primary school level upward. Nothing
was offered or thought about, just as it was all banned
from the island centuries ago, and still viewed as
unwanted by those who abhor everything Afrikan,
except for a sickening new interest in Afrika’s wealth
and opportunities for rackeetering.  All such requests
to school the population in their rightful heritage were
ignored. Hence the descended are no closer to finding
out who they are, which communal tribe on the
continent they belong to, or anything that could bring
closure from the centuries of negative   experience. A
gang of prideful colonial cadavers who get nothing
right but see only negatives to dish out to melanated
bloodlines, as notorious failures. Accurately described
with finesse by Pachamama as the chief architects of
the island’s stagnation and failure to progress or
properly develop:
“That the country could have descended into this
morass of Lilliputians and as Barrow said “unfinished
products” from top to bottom is only properly paired
by an ignorant population untethered from reality and
unwilling or lacking the courage to sweep this inferior
breed asunder. From top to bottom!”
Who are all undoubtedly joined at the hip in a pact of
economic marriage, aka allegedly pilfering from
taxpayers and pensioners annually, with their
community sidekicks of the minority class. And no
ability to think along the lines of intellectual precision
or honesty. Just like the weakest minds who follow,
support, promote and vote into the parliament for
insignificant small power such rudderless and
anchorless misfits. Who will never have full control,
even with current political ranking.  A much, much
lesser in stature Tribe of Thieves with delusions of
imperialist grandeur: somehow convinced themselves,
they can permanently mislead, suppress, pauperize,
and terrorize those they beg for votes but look down  
 

on Afrikan bloodlines strongly connected to
Empire builders.  While feeding off us, and our
families. The Bantu will never become the slaves
of lower status colonial blacks. Well known
beggars, borrowers and dependents, entwined with
a renowned mixture of parasitic minorities, a very
small and hateful grouping, mostly from the
indentured servant class descended from
deportees of the UK from the 1600s Cromwell
narrative: and brown face slave masters from
other regions. An unwelcome insult, disrespect,
and step-down.  There is certainty many Afrikan
descents have heard about the "Crown Jewels of
Afrika." Most people would naturally think the
reference was of gold, diamonds, platinum, and
gravitate toward that thought by default. But no.
We are the Afrikan human "crown jewels of Afrika."
Sometime within the last hundred years, those
from the negro category, craving elitism, aspired to
become politicians and entered parliaments, then
somehow gained access to our real identities. We
have since learnt that they secretly sat in chairs as
employees of western Empire for nearly three
decades. But had no intention of revealing our
heritage background to whom it rightfully belongs.
The pretend leaders maliciously shared this very
private and confidential information between
themselves only, generationally. Real leaders
would ensure we had complete possession of what
is ours, traitors never did. They knew of our
bloodline family links to western groups, including
Empires. But made a conscious effort and decision
to misuse and abuse that knowledge to the
furthest extent in their determination to create
esfet for Afrikans.  Instead of carefully informing
us of these very sensitive issues that are usually
handled with the greatest of care. And social
services provided for those who have challenges
adjusting to previously hidden information. In
cases like these, help is desperately needed to
cushion any psychological fallout. While working
with us to strive for better. As genuine, competent
leaders who practice care, ethics, integrity, morals,
and scruples would.
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But not this band of gangsters who viewed their
treasure trove of our familial story as a rare
contingency and self-enrichment career goal: to not
only sell the information to the highest bidder. But
also punish us using a climate of terror. Then refused
us our right to accumulate generational wealth. The
way the neglectful went about stealthily hiding that
crucial cache. Only the few knew about certain
classical Afrikan DNAs, and historical European
Empires, such as my families’ that also encompasses
numerous ancient Bantu Empire building countries and
domiciled within the Caribbean population for
hundreds of years. While we never knew and were not
told. These actions showcased a lack of scruples and
a heavy malodor of betrayal, without fear of reprisals,
coming from pretenders calling themselves politicians
of the Caricom region. Such an announcement would
immediately peak the interests of enslaver countries.
Information is power, currency and leverage.
Especially for those who see our existence and any
potential return to our continent as a direct threat.
Since so many groups invaded and many still occupy
our ancient ancestral lands that are not theirs; the
opportunity to exploit still exists. The intent was
recognized for what it really is: a very dangerous
operation the local group of regressive embarked upon
and set into motion. However, the syndicate of
damaged goods own none of the above qualities of
real leadership. And instead, weaponized their find
against us in the form of exploitation, oppression,
pauperization, suppression, and entrapment,
consistently and generationally. All for personal
gain. There has always been concern since the 1970s
surrounding a spate of inexplicable alleged extra-
judicial killings of young Afrikan descended men and
boys, attributed to one or the other justification.
Accompanied by unsolved murders of young women.
Although seemingly suspicious, never traced to any
real miscreants hiding in the background. While their
slave-like followers and supporters carry out these
dehumanizing practices.  An ugly scenario by any
standards, but easily orchestrated by the uncaring
whose Afrikan ancestors suffered the same fate as
 
 

ours did, but never viewed as essential to educate,
or share with us, what is rightfully ours, and not
theirs to know or keep. They kept it to themselves
for the double-sided heinousness of formation
self-aggrandizement, pretend nobility   and wealth
accumulation purposes. It was our right to know,
and withheld out of malicious, conniving criminal
greed and wickedness. They know and we did not,
the power in our bloodlines due to what they
illegally held against us in their arsenal of horror.
But see us only as a way and means to enrich
themselves and upkeep the impostor and
interloper status rightly ascribed to them. A group
of non-Afrikans, who obviously hold the deluded
worldview they own an island of Afrikan
descended Slaves, as property, and can do
whatever they feel with our private, personal, and
highly confidential information, they criminally,
illicitly obtained and disseminated without our
permissions. That is the degraded mindset of
descendants of Afrikan Slaves, decked out in
crude, outdated titles. After numerous decades-
long attempts on my life, coupled with recent
events, the alleged extra-judicial and other killings
started making sense. And prompted me to seek
out a Matriclan test on the Matriarchal Haplo
Group female line. Where results revealed a direct
descent of the ancient warrior Bantu Nation, as a
previous ancestry test had also confirmed. A well
populated group of countries, many thousands of
years in existence, too many to count. Our
venerable ancestors expanded outward, opened
corridors, built Empires, and developed areas all
along our continent, plains and savannahs, across
Central Afrika, Southeast Afrika, and South Afrika
millennia ago.  Apparently, I was not expected to
survive all those attempts on my life, and had I not,
my children and grandchildren, on and off the
island, were sure to become targets into the future;
since their knowledge about ancestral warrior
bloodlines directly linked to the ante-diluvian, and
western Empires, would become forever lost in the
mix of not knowing. While their lives remain at risk 
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each generation. Had I not found out. This ugliness
reveals the immense danger to all Afrikans near and far
from the mindsets of such vipers on small islands,
nesting in parliaments.  The Afrikan population in
Barbados and across the region ought to confront the
Judases they installed and pay. Demand immediate
access to and release of their private and confidential
familial information. Both about the extended family
members in the West and those on the Continent of
Afrika. Private data kept hidden for their own, but not
our security. Force them to give up what is rightfully
yours. It is not theirs and you are not their Slaves. They
are merely vote beggars who managed to convince
themselves over the last four life cycles, that they, not
us, are entitled to our birthright. And take liberties to
perpetrate such. They must now be dispelled of that
notion. In my case, I publicly and very vocally allowed
those with the craving to illegitimately acquire
birthrights they do not own to know. Should they
mention my name or that of my family. Try to connect
to and make any arrangements, or present forged
instruments, such as Wills and Title Deeds. That
already made them very famous in the West for the
past century. Given the trail of alleged victims I know of
personally. Should they make any false claims and
misrepresentations to the Bantu people on the
continent, in relation to inheritance. None of which is
beneath them. The Kingdoms and Presidents have
already received communication that such intruders
should face immediate arrest as dangerous
impersonators and predators.  There is supported,
irrefutable evidence indicating such tacky and
distasteful   behavior over the last hundred years. The
elderly, their beneficiaries, young, middle-aged, the
deceased, dying, unborn, just born and in this particular
case. Those who will arrive in the future, were for the
last four generations allegedly already robbed. Using
false claims, fabricated Wills, Probate documents, Title
Deeds and other ways as a series and frightening 
sequence. That allegedly unceremoniously relieved the
unaware and innocent of huge estates, bank accounts,
land, became naturally pauperized, and suppressed
with each incoming birth due to the alleged criminal
practice.

While those present are allegedly threatened with
harm and arrest if they complain, turn up on the
island, or initiate proceeds to have estates
returned. By those who have no love for Afrikans,
or anyone they view as a mark and viable
prey. Most lawyers in Barbados would know what
transpired. The extended laundry list of alleged
crimes committed.  As many were recently
convicted and imprisoned for alleged theft. But
those who have   not yet been caught, obviously
carry the same selfish ideology of not caring once
their pockets and bank accounts are full. This is
the time they should use all legal methods at their
disposal to end this injustice and activity directed
at Afrikan descents, others, and free the
population and themselves from the stranglehold
of mindless evil and entrapment emanating from
slave master parliaments by fixated wannabes.
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           The Bantu Empires – We Survived Western Quislings in Black Face
 

         by Yolande Grant
This highly disturbing state of affairs was distilled to influential people on the continent of Afrika. Who
assured and advised it must be shared far and wide about the platoon of degenerates in the Caribbean
region. NONAFRIKANS who look just like us, but are not of us, in any way. But have the audacity: after
wickedly sequestering us from ancestral lands and our dominant heritage. Through extreme physical
violence, brainwash, indoctrination, poverty, lies, alleged ongoing thefts, and brute force. To wretchedly
speak in public on a world stage platform about deep mining in the same breath as admiration for
France. How dare these monsters and beasts attempt to seize another opportunity to usurp our
continent in continuation of crimes against Afrika and Afrikans, as traitors.
 
I suggest we do, likewise, as recommended by an Elder from one Kingdom. And share this with our
brothers and sisters in Barbados, across the region and the extended diaspora. Since the Pringle-Muttley
Gang in their arrogance, lack of remorse and total disrespect for Afrika and Afrikans believe themselves
invincible and untouchable. We are extremely fortunate. We have to show gratitude and eternal
appreciation. That our ancestors have been guiding and protecting us from the Apep of the Duat.
Therefore: denying  our sworn enemies every success.
 
We are our Ancestors.
 
We are the RULERS of our REALM.
 
We are Bantu. This is WAR.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Artwork Courtesy Keven Reynolds
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A Spectacular 21st Century Economic Collapse of The First Slave Society in The Caribbean During an 
Exodus to Our African Ancestral Land, while Battling Quislings
 
                                                                    by Yolande Grant   

Chapter 1
Knowing Not, That We Know Not
 
The State of the African Diaspora led by Dr. Tin was
inaugurated in Abidjan in 2018, in a program
developed by the African Union since 2003. And
concluded in the formation of an African Diaspora
government. The Maroon territories in Jamaica were
“designated” as representatives of Africa’s Sixth
Region. To date, there is no movement toward a
unification that is visible or viable within the context
presented. Another go nowhere affair incompetently
handled. Undeniable human rights must be
stipulated and not ignored or prohibited, while
information for survival should be disseminated;
instead of  hidden for neferious self-serving reasons.
Not surprisingly, since Barbados’ failure to secure
$50 billion dollars from the UK and EU in reparations
money that was distinctly not earmarked for the
descendants of the enslaved. With such disrespect
taking on all the appearances of another alleged
scam.  Disappointment drove the billion-dollar
seekers to latch on to African Presidents. With
obvious hopes of fulfilling dishonorable intentions.
Small governments never see fit to apply safeguards
around the people and islands, despite many
decades of corporality. It is easy to imagine there
was no great challenge or fear of discovery while
under cloaked cover of an independence ceremony.
With complete freedom to reintroduce repetitious
usage of suppression. And new era human rights
violations against a people frequently and
maliciously observed in various forms of
vulnerability over many centuries. A criminally
captured people, with no security shield, unable to
detect the constant surveillance of themselves. And
without the expertise to fight back against those
perpetrators and merchants of distortion, tyranny,

perversions, thefts, death, and ruination. Enforcers
who have over 400 years of combined experience
amid undisturbed, well-honed routines. With help
from those who resemble Africans: and proclaim
themselves nobility but lack humanity as fellow
leaders of Empires.  To engage in and experiment
on those, they, to this day, in their mixed-up levels
of superiority complex. Still believe are their
personal human property. And thought of in
licentious minds as nonhuman. As sanctioned
ages ago under cruel policies created by the
European zone. And, as some say, the in-force
Papal Bull of 1455, designed to enslave Africans
around the globe and pre-planned to last into
perpetuity. The well-documented (14) and wide
array of alleged stratospheric crimes committed
with intrepid zeal against the socially and
mentally stagnated. Without consent sought,
and outside any recognized or thoughtful
perceptions are thoroughly analyzed, stripped
down, and revisited interminably, but never
forgotten. A contained group who fought never-
ending battles for freedom. And thought they
had finally made progress. Right up until the
Windrush scandal exposed that as a 150-year-
old delusional falsification, in June 2018. The
disquieting chain of events surrounding
Windrush victims was challenging to succeed.
And near impossible to occur with mentally
tenacious, intelligent Black leaders at the helm,
post-independence, but that did not happen.
Many are practicing lawyers who present as
pretentious and uncaring over time, who are
never bothered. That is how they are perceived.
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It is however, adversarial to project such an image
to those who voted, expected and deserve much
better. Leaders whose spineless, uninspiring
actions are unacceptable. Glows negatively, and if
productive with positive results. And not so easily
distracted by the glitter of material things, coveting
a status they were not born into but still climbing to
achieve. While subjectively weak, vain, and
rapacious. Proven as ineffective in protecting the
people who voted them in to defend and serve, the
effort would gain applause. But instead, they
maintained a system of bondage against the people
whose existence they need so they can pretend. On
behalf of themselves and descendants of our
ancestor’s miserable existence. With advertised
pride, and remain too stubborn and self-absorbed
in   the 21st century to see the silliness and
desperation they display. We can understand and
appreciate, how archetype bullies continued
measures of pushing brute force tactics against
newly installed island management. Just before
and shortly after independence celebrations in the
50s, 60s, and 1970s. Episodes in battered lives
caused the weapon of historical inhumanity to
thrive in parliaments in that era. Easily trickling
down into vulnerable societies during a brutal
introduction of indoctrination. An atmosphere that
served its purpose in creating generational
apprehension among controlled leaders toward
hard line overseas officialdom. It is well understood
that they remained under inflexible direction. The
tyrannical presence is well attested, given the (15)
history of assassinations determinedly directed at
African leaders. Who refused to comply with raiding
the continent’s assets to drive nations of
populations into poverty to benefit world players.
Much of it previously uknown until recently. And for
wanting to take care of their African people as is
their sole responsibility, and bound duty as
servants. Understandably, making those in rulership
positions pre-independence wary and apprehensive
about doing the right things to avoid retaliation, but 

after those decades of unease ended, and when the
1990s finally arrived, more leeway became available.
So there is no logical explanation for sustaining
slave societies at the peoples’ expense and behest
of local minority criminals from then until today.
This time arbitrarily, with disrespect once again
shown to our ancestral identity by paid leaders. As
archival substantiation points out, invaders and
squatters had no problem in the 1400s believing
they had a designated right to decree the enduring
enslavement of Africa’s people. No doubt
descendants still hold on to that misconception
today. When galvanized and energized by the
previous primitive enactment. In which a Pope in
that age dared to authorize Spain and Portugal to
colonize the Americas and its Native peoples as
commodity. And assert the rights of Europe to
dominate our earth without authorization from
successive generations of the indigenous Africans
affected.  The unaware traumatized populations
violently forced into servitude and converted with
false canons while justifying that enslavement by
Papal Bull through fraudulent religions and
questionable bibles remained cornered. One such
document was brazenly titled “The Negro Slave
Bible” reproduced and distributed to the British West
Indies and literally introduced as a savior. There is
no doubt that the continent was not left out of the
period of mind control. Many can see the design for
what it is and as rolled out in the last century and a
half. Particularly in the decades after emancipation
when the scheme was entirely re-developed and
refashioned into the authors’ likeness, which is
taken very seriously. The obtuse self-proclaimed
“political class” its regulated agents, bloated
(16)  with false pride and fake titles, gliding along
every five years into respective parliaments with
inflated chests and empty heads, have not earned
their keep. While incapable of copying any elements
of the positive that former triangle traders have to
offer but seem pioneered to replicate and implement
all the negatives the corroded system delivers.
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The facilitators of barbaric policies joyfully
execute racist, despotic schemes against
Caribbean survivors. Without question or
hesitation. Politicians who always lacked a social
conscience, or original thought for over 50 years.
Marinate themselves in a well-heeled apparatus
devised chiefly for them through a well-
formulated design. Ensuring that feeble minds
remain pliable for easy handling, brainwash and
the ever-present, perpetual mental enslavement.
Although never figuring out that they too are in
the same boat as the hundreds of millions who
did not survive such a weak affliction. As the
more illuminated have opined for years. The
regular changing of politicians need to happen
before they get too comfortable, dig in and extend
roots. Making it difficult to rid countries of them
and their ever-increasing backward gazing
approach to good governance. The right to recall
should be mandatory. Had leaders by some
miracle managed to figure out the above on their
own.   It explains why they are still so iniquitous
and hold the opinion that their job description is
made up entirely of acquiring riches and banners.
The grand master plan from the 1940s lasting at
least 80 years, was economic passivity, servitude,
and inculcation. All successfully generates more
depressed areas of people incapable of fighting
their circumstances. With an escalation of
dysfunction and unheard of terrible levels of
destitution. Therefore, whoever erroneously wants
to believe there is not a much grander, more
elaborate and treacherous machination to re-
design this dying strategy. Into another highly
adaptable, even less detectable, anti-melanin
attacks and transgressions.  And that Africa and
her descendants are not once again the primary
targets, is delusional. While the inheritors of
ancestral crimes against humanity and their
agents on small islands disregard international
human rights for descendants of the majority still
(17).  All very prophetic, eerily so,  until recently
revealed in 2023. That small island politicians  

play a much larger voluntary role in the people's
betrayal than previously known. While reinforcing
the trapping of descents under social and fiscal
embargo, in the process. Those islands flying under
the symbol of republic status since the 1970s, or
before, also remain subordinate to commonwealth
guidance. The total abolition from all hemispheres
and out of the lives of Africa’s most precious
human jewels everywhere: is the only solution to
end this controlling contraption. Once the
melanated did not create prototype systems of
bureaucracy that work against them, there is no
reason to keep the delegated western plague in
play. Though initially hidden. The iniquities are in
plain sight. With ancestral artifacts, treasures, and
the dismembered bodies and heads of Queens and
Kings stolen from the continent still in the wrong
possession. With some European countries making
feeble attempts to return some, but not all
treasures to ancestral holdings. Which is opening
another can of worries because of leadership
issues. Related to some of the continent
management accused by others of not being
blessed with intellectual savvy. Leaders and
supporters of their people’s destruction, once filled
with vanity, arrogance and life-long narcissistic
qualities will never see their weaknesses. But that
was the well-thought-out plan. Give those who
present themselves for people delegation and
eagerly rush to the front a sense of false
ownership. While pushing genuinely brillaint people
out of the way; make absolutely sure they carry
abnormally emasculated states of mind, and covet
impressive decorations. When given lots of latitude,
this guarantees they become engorged with self-
importance, are then of no use to their people, and
it works perfectly. Then, once elevated to societal
prominence, immediately believe themselves
superior to the voters they tricked with lies, whom
they then hide from for the next five years. Thus,
finally blinded by that optical illusion, will never see
the initiated dangers headed toward those who
lifted them and since they were never blessed with 
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creative skills, most will not care. These types of politicians do more harm than good and are undeserving
of leadership roles. Their only claim to fame is as the alleged corrupt. Directors of doom and misfortune, a
label that makes them seemingly proud.   When reckless administrations become cognitively challenged
and incapacitated to the point of nonaction. Hiding the heritage of Afrikan descents for self-promotion
purposes. With the intent to later enrich themselves. All show and no substance. Keeping the island
nonfunctioning to prove they are the dimmest political bulbs. The population, the politician's employers,
quickly devolve into anyone’s favorite quarry. Robert Nesta Marley of Jamaica, our Caribbean prophet and
visionary, did his part through music to open eyes (18)  to the realities confronting everyone. And prepared
us for the possibilities that lay ahead when the time comes to rise and take our rightful place in new
beginnings. Freeing ourselves from invasions of the mind. Ulterior motives and conceited self-interests
that only serves to disable and delay the ascent of Africans far and wide.
 
The echoes of Le Code Noir of 1661-1668, are still in effect. The stench left behind when slave masters
took a less active and direct participation in administering to the island. The horror of application
reconvened under black politicians and reshaped itself across all islands, as far as it could taint.
Consisted of a confined and restrictive slave-holding society kept firmly in place by orchestration. And has
magnified sufficiently in a way that ensures the facade can no longer hold, or remain in the dark. The older
version of extreme evil enacted as an “Act for the Governing of Negroes," giving beasts the legal right and
authority to chastise, whip, brand, lacerate, cripple, murder or set fire to Africans. Eventually took on a
brand-new meaning, face, and redefined itself as slave economies of subjugation. With fraudulent black
leaders at the helm, as gofers, minions and puppets. Who eventually decided that they are finally in
charge. And now taking it upon themselves to spread their brand of dangerous poison across the
archipelago, and our earth. A repetition with a distinct and more twisted output of anti-black atrocities
aimed at Afrikan descents, in silence, but no less terrifying and damaging.

A Spectacular 21st Century Economic Collapse of The First Slave Society in The Caribbean 
During an Exodus to Our African Ancestral Land, while Battling Quislings
 
                                                                    by Yolande Grant

Artwork Courtesy Keven Reynolds
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The native name of Egypt was Khem, the black
land. The name came not so much from the color
of the soil as the hue of the inhabitants. Egypt was
called the "Gift of the Nile," because Lower Egypt
was formed out of soil brought down by the mighty
river. Without the Nile, Egypt would be but a desert.
The ancient peoples seemed to know more about
the sources of the Nile than later nations. In our
age, Livingston explored the branches of the White
and Blue Nile far into the highlands of the equator.
The land through the ages has been raised by the
deposits left by each annual overflow. Failure of
the river to rise means drought and famine. At the
time of overflow Egypt is a vast sea with her cities
on the tops, of continuous natural mounds.
Numerous canals traverse the country connecting
the natural channels. Egypt  was inhabited in
ancient days by two races or two distinct divisions
of one race. Ancient records all testify that the
ruling class in those times was the Ethiopian. They
founded the powerful priest caste. "This priesthood
included the judges, physicians, astrologers,
architects--in a word they united within themselves
all the highest culture and the most distinguished
offices of the land." (Biblical Literature.) p.
67  Calumet testifies, that from ancient accounts
and from all recent research, culture and
civilization spread into Egypt from the south and
especially from Meroe. Egypt, ruled at first by
several contemporary kings, was finally united into
one great kingdom. A priesthood seemed to have
governed the land. The head of the state was a
priest. The sacred books of the Hindu speak of an
"Old Race," that came down from Upper Egypt and
peopled the delta. They mentioned the Mountains
of the Moon and the Nile flowing through Barabra.
Herodotus says in his Second Book, "They say that
in the time of Menes all Egypt except the district of
Thebes was a morass, and that no part of the
land now existing below Lake Myris was then above

water. To this place from the sea is seven days
passage up the river." Diodorus Siculus says in Book
Three, "The Ethiopians say that the Egyptians are a
colony drawn out of them by Osiris; and that Egypt
was formerly no part of the continent; but a sea at
the beginning of the world, and that it was afterward
made land by the river Nile."  This testimony is
corroborated by geology Rennel, after scientific
investigation says, "The configuration and
composition of the lowlands of Egypt leave no room
to doubt that the sea once washed the base of the
rocks on which the pyramids of Memphis stand; the
present base of which is, reached by the inundations
of the Nile at an elevation of seventy or eighty feet
above the Mediterranean." How remote, must be the
period when Egypt was not the gift of the Nile.
Renan p. 68 declares that Egypt had no infancy
because, its first colonists had been civilized in
Ethiopia. Sayce thinks Egypt did not begin with
Menes, that when Abraham went down in Egypt 4000
years ago, the origin and meaning of the Sphinx was
lost in mystery. The Sphinx and the pyramids were
symbols of some form of religion of the Old Race.
Baldwin quotes from Diodorus Siculus, "The laws,
customs, religious observances and letters of the
ancient Egyptians closely resembled the Ethiopians,
the colony still observing the customs of their
ancestors." Egyptians in later days affirmed, that
they and their civilization came from the black tribes
of Punt. Some scholars seek to derive Egyptian
civilization from some Oriental source. There is
evidence that the culture of Egypt was not
developed in Egypt from their traditions and their
earliest remains. It did not come from the north or
east but must have been imported from the south
for as Budge affirms, Egyptians had all the
characteristics of an African race  Sergi shows that
the discoveries of Flinders Petrie and De Morgan
prove that prehistoric Egypt was not influenced by
any Oriental civilization.
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The primitive people of Egypt, as revealed by
archaeology, dressed in skins, and used rude stone
implements of the stone-age men. They lived in
mud and reed huts and hunted wild animals. We do
not. And any such rude beginnings for the race of
the Soudan. From these people of Punt, came
Kushite colonists bearing to the children of Mizraim
p. 69  knowledge of copper, bronze, cereals, oxen,
sheep, goats, and brickmaking. The historic
Egyptian rose probably from the union of the
aborigines and the invaders. Sayce says that the
ancient Egyptians had the elongated type of skull.
With the intermixture of later times the heads of the
Egyptians have widened. The race of today has
returned to the aboriginal mud hut on the bank of
the Nile. In the days of Egyptian supremacy, the
cranial formation was Ethiopian. James Henry
Breasted, world famous archaeologist, discovered
in Egypt the studio of an Egyptian sculptor of 1400
B. C. It was called the house of the chief sculptor
Thutmos. All the portraits were remarkable in that
they were unmistakably African. The early
population of Thebes was Nubian. The reign of
Menes was no nearer our time than 4000 B. C. One
of the temple records calls him a Theban. Thebes
was settled from Meroe. Menes had been a priest
of Upper Egypt, the older of the two countries. He
made a change in the channel of the Nile. Many
ages of civilization had preceded him. Bunsen
believed that the time preceding Menes was greater
than since. Lepius says, "Under the Fourth Dynasty,
six thousand years ago, the nation had approached
the highest development at which we find her, of
which the ruins still bear witness.The admirable
system of monumental writings showed its highest
perfection in the oldest ruins. This certainly
indicated a long previous development." This was
the age when Egypt was under domination p. 70 of
the Ethiopians. The farther back we go the more
perfect the art and the purer the ideals. The ancient
temples were almost covered with inscriptions. So
universal was education that even workmen wrote
upon the stones. Chronology as we have computed
 

it, makes no allowance for the many ages through
which Egypt must have passed to have reached the
high stage of culture which she had obtained at the
dawn of recorded history. The chronology of
Berosos, Mantheo, and the Hindu sages, include
ages of which other races possess no history and
seem incomprehensible to us. These were Kushite
races, the first men, and bring over a record of ages
preceding the Deluge. Their chronology is backed by
the findings of science, which have shown that the
earth is older than the puny period allowed by
Usher's Chronology. The Bible says that a thousand
years with our God is as a day. Examination of
prehistoric culture, reveals bat the rich languages,
complex systems of religion, and astounding
architectural achievements, which appear when the
curtain of history was lifted, are proof that the earth
is older than we perceive. The priests of Sais said to
Solon, "You Greeks are novices in all the knowledge
of antiquity. You are ignorant of what passed here or
among yourselves in the days of old. The history of
eight thousand years is deposited in our sacred
books, but we can ascend to much higher antiquity
and tell you what our fathers have done for nine
thousand years. I mean their institutions, their p. 71
laws, and their brilliant accomplishments." Baldwin
points out that neither Solon nor Plato thought this
improbable. The Greeks could tell nothing of their
progenitors and but little of the Pelasgian race that
preceded them in Hellenic lands. "There can be no
doubt," says Baldwin, "that the Egyptians preserved
old records of the early period of their history
extending beyond Menes." This knowledge was lost
to our times by the destruction of the Alexandrian
library and the fanatical zeal which destroyed all
pagan manuscripts. Again, the significant questions
arise, why were the Greeks so ignorant as to their
ancestors, and why did Egypt hold the knowledge of
earlier Hellenic life? It must havebeen that the
historic Greeks were but emigrants into Hellenic
lands; that in prehistoric ages had been filled with
the rich culture of another race Akin to the
Egyptians.  
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That the deluge did not reach this portion of the human race, may be the reason why Ethiopia was able
to introduce civilization to the other races. All of the races of the earth have their traditions of a
universal deluge but the African. They may have brought over to us the knowledge of the arts and
wisdom of the ante-diluvian world. Reclus also declares, "All the marvels of Egypt were not tire, work
of the Retu. Neither Usher's chronology nor the little country Phoenicia can suffice to explain that
mighty and widespread influence of the Kushite race in human affairs, whose traces are visible from
Farther India to Norway."
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The Kushite Origins of Sumer And Elam
 
By Runoko Rashidi
 
The Sumerians called themselves the Black-headed people
and they must have been only one of the many Nilotic
Kushite colonies established in early Asia. In addition to
the biblical reference to Nimrod as a son of Kush, the
mighty hunter has identified with Osiris of the Nile Valley. 4
Diodorus Siculus of Sicily, in the section of his work
devoted to Kush, reported that Osiris was the leader of the
Kushite colony that settled in Egypt. The distinguished
nineteenth century British antiquarian and Egyptologist,
Gerald Massey, concurs with Diodorus adding that, “in Kam
or Kush, the Black race was the primeval parentage. The
name was continued by Kam in Egypt, Kush, Mizraim, Phut
and Kanaan represent the four branches in four different
directions; and Nimrod is the typical leader in Sumeri-
Nimrod the son of Kush, of the Black race. “6 The Greeks
and Romans called the Kushites “Ethiopians” and were at
least somewhat cognizant of their vast domains. Early
observers, such as Ephorus, expressly stated that, “The
Ethiopians occupied all the southern coasts of both Asia
and Africa. “7 Homer describes the Ethiopians as “divided,”
and dwell in at the ends of the earth, towards the setting
and rising son. “Stabo adds that Greeks…designated the
whole southern countries towards the ocean…on the coasts
of both Asia and Africa, as Ethiopian.
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